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Shaping the World: Understanding the Past, Predicting the Future

Hosted by the University of Cambridge
10 July ? 6 August, 2011

2010 Cambridge-GSP students with Dr Rob Wallach, (program director) in front of King's College, Cambridge
The leaders of tomorrow will need to be skilled investigators, with ability to place any investigation in context.
The ability to take a global perspective on matters which shape our world requires those same future leaders
to foster their ability to think beyond an immediate and narrow field of interest. This program offers a unique
opportunity for participants to draw upon a rich reserve of knowledge, to attend lectures across a broad range
of subjects, and to draw together ideas in a series of focused discussions. Intensive ?supervisions? offer the
chance to experience Cambridge teaching at its best: Participants will benefit immensely from the exchange
of ideas both with lecturers and with their student peers from around the globe. Read more >>

Testimonials

?The course was broad yet deep, and allowed for self-exploration. It was exactly what I wanted. The variety of
lectures was greatly appreciated as it really allowed me to expose myself to things I never thought would
interest me. Now, I have more interests to maintain and this makes life more fulfilling!?
-Loh Hanyou, 2010 participant from the National University of Singapore

?The supervisions were brilliant, and they definitely opened my mind. Our supervisor was very intense, but it
was a great challenge to be questioned intently.?
-Anna Dunkley, 2010 participant from the Australia National University

THE BASICS:

Lecturers:
Dr Rob Wallach (Cambridge)
Faculty & guest lecturers

Tuition:
£1,685
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Accommodation: 
£1,600

Field trip:
From £15 to £55

Target audience:
Students in penultimate year of undergraduate course, occasionally first year graduate students, all
disciplines, but related to program provision: Literature, History, Science, Art History, Interdisciplinary.

About the University of Cambridge
Founded in 1209, the University of Cambridge is one of the oldest universities in the world and a widely
respected academic center in the forefront of excellence. With its longstanding history in the pursuit of
academic distinction, Cambridge actively leads the IARU benchmarking initiatives and enthusiastically
participates in other key initiatives such as Industrial Innovation, Women and Men in Globalizing Universities
and Integrated Services. As a steadfast believer in the freedom of thought and the questioning spirit,
Cambridge?s involvement with the Alliance bears testimony to its commitment to the furtherance of society
through the pursuit of education and research at the highest international levels of excellence.  For more
information, please visit: http://www.cam.ac.uk/
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